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iDeal Shoppers, is mobile phone application that helps shopper save money and make educated purchases. Each day,
iDeal Shoppers reports the best deals available on computers, technology, gadgets, and other items you want to buy
from top deal sites like Fatwallet, Slickdeals, Shopzilla, PriceGrabber, etc. are aggregated in one application. If you shop
online without checking iDeal Shoppers first, you're missing out on a whole bunch of savings! The iDeal Shoppers saves
you time and money.
iDeal Shoppers, is mobile phone application that helps shopper save money and make educated purchases. Each day,
iDeal Shoppers reports the best deals available on computers, technology, gadgets, and other items you want to buy
from top deal sites like Fatwallet, Slickdeals, Shopzilla, PriceGrabber, etc. are aggregated in one application. If you shop
online without checking iDeal Shoppers first, you're missing out on a whole bunch of savings! The iDeal Shoppers saves
you time and money.Do you like to save money while shopping online? Did you know that two people can go to the same
online store (i.e. Amazon.com), buy the same items, and pay a different amount of money for them? Well it is true,
thanks to Internet coupons. Coupons can be hard to find (stores don't necessarily want you to find them, because they
lose some of their profit), but they are available for hundreds of stores and iDeal Shoppers is the way to find them. iDeal
Shoppers makes it easy for you to find the item you are looking for.iDeal Shoppers, is mobile phone application that
specializes in helping shoppers to find the best prices, rebates, and discounts on products. iDeal Shoppers, is to locate
the best prices on products by bringing deals from the different top deal sites and presenting best deals in application so
that shoppers can quickly locate the best bargains. Best of all, you don't have to sign up for anything to view top deals
available at different deal sites. If you are a frequent shopper mostly, then this application is the right for you. With a click
of a button, you will be able to save like a maniac. The coupons are great and offers a variety from most huge online top
deals sites. Key Features
- Latest and updated available deals from top deal sites
- All top deal sites aggregated into one application
- NO need to login to view available deals
- Deals are categorized into Top deals, Latest Deals, Popular deals, All deals
- Deals on every items; computers, technology, gadgets etc.
- Share and email Deals with others
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